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Background

Midlands Children Hope Project (MCHP) is a Norwegian NGO founded in 2012, after 

the founders visited a local center for street children in Gweru, Zimbabwe. Here a local 

organization was experiencing that the street children they had taken in were not 

accepted by their school because their fees had not been paid. Our organization's first 

goal was therefore to fund the children's school fees. At this point the organization had 

15 sponsors. 

MCHP eventually realized that supporting school fees was a necessity, but not a 

sustainable solution. We therefore created the project Hope Orphanage where we have

built two homes for the children with a community centre and income producing 

projects. This project is today the first of its kind solely run on solar power! From this, 

MCHP started to focus on the community in the township at large to further empower 

individuals and families to prevent children from ending up in the streets. Today we 

have several HOPE programs that focus on everything from primary medical and 

educational needs to boosting local businesses and connecting them with mentors 

and  professionals across the globe. Our programs are supported by more than 200 

sponsors and fundraisers.   

Our goal is to create sustainable and green solutions for vulnerable children and their 

families so they in the future can cater for themselves. Each Hope project has its own 

strategy to achieve such a goal, but a common idea for all programs is to tailor them to 

fit each individual in the program and their needs, rather than the individual having to 

adjust to our program structure or organization. With this in mind, all we do is based on 

a step-by-step approach and adjusted according to our experiences.  

For more information about the organization, check out our website or contact us on 

info(a)hopeproject.com to get our booklet.
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The Internship
  The internship program was launched in 2017. At this point the organization had released 

several projects to assist the children, youth and their families in Gweru, Zimbabwe, and saw an 

increasing need for additional expertise and skills to boost these projects and to train those 

participating in our programs. The Hope Internships are created for four main reasons; 

 

1. To boost the HOPE projects locally with knowledge and information from professionals across

the world 

 

2. To empower the children and families participating in the programs 

 

3. To give the interns a valuable experience where they can use their skills in a new setting - in 

addition to creating memories that will last a lifetime! 

 

4. To boost the programs financially with the internship fees, whilst still keeping the fees at a 

minimum. 

 

The opportunity to be able to visit the project has always been close to our hearts, as all the 

board members of MCHP started out as volunteers in Zimbabwe. Unfortunately, more and more 

internship and volunteer programs in this region and across the world have become more and 

more driven by pure economic gain of the larger organizations which has affected both the 

volunteers and the children, youth and families participating in such programs. This has led to a 

situation where orphanages function as tourist attractions with tourists taking photos for their 

social media accounts, handing out candy to the children who mostly are in need of a daily cup 

of rice. We also see volunteers and interns suffering from this industry as they are often put in 

jobs the locals can perform themselves, which gives little to no value for those participating in 

the program nor those who are supposed to benefit from such support.   

 

Before developing our Hope Internship program we had to ensure that we could 

develop internships where the interns could use their skills, background and knowledge in a 

beneficial way that would boost our projects and the initiatives locally for the long term - not only 

the short term period that they are on the ground. We therefore made the decision that each 

internship is to be tailor made according to the intern's qualifications, time period available and 

the projects initiated on the ground. If there at any point in time were no options available to 

create a positive knowledge exchange between interns and participants, we reserve the right to 

turn down any candidate from participating. 
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Key Focus Areas
Because we want to create as memorable and valuable experiences as possible for both 

intern and project participants, we do asses each intern to ensure that they use their 

background and skillls to add value to the project when on site. Key areas that are of interest 

are as follows; 

1. Sustainable energy solutions 

All the MCHP programs in Zimbabwe have sustainability and green energy at their core. We 

would like to expand this further to all our projects from our Hope Orphanage and Hope 

Centre to the inidvidual families and businesses engaged in our programs. 

2. Entrepreneurship, Small to Mid-Size Business Management 
Hope Family, Hope Girls and Hope Business are programs focusing on boosting start-ups 

and growing enterprises. We are looking for professionals to assist our participants in 

developing good routines and practices to further boost their business, create more local jobs

and promote the local business environment. We also have mentorship programs such as 

Hope Mentor and Hope Class to develop such skills. 

3. Project Management, Construction, Welding 

The organization is developing several residential, institutional and commercial buildings 

for its own use or for its participants. This is to cover basic needs of those in the program, 

and/or to boost jobs and the local economy. 

4. Medical, Psychiatric Services 

Hope Welfare supports the core medical needs of the children, youth and families in our 

programs. There is, however, a severe need for professionals within this field to boost our 

projects and to educate and train those in daily contact with families suffering from different 

illnesses and those rehabilitating the street children in Hope Girls and at the Hope 

Orphanage. 

5. Farming, Anthropology   
Give a family in our program the skills to develop a vegetable garden, and they will stay full 

for the long term future. We are looking for professionals to further develop our Hope Garden 

and agricultural projects started by our Hope Families. 

Is your field of interest not listed? Contact us with more information about what you 

specifically would like to do through the internship program. 
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Your Experience

Getting there 

You will be responsible for your flight, documents and insurances yourself. Please book 

your ticket as soon as you get your internship period confirmed to the airport specified. Our 

MCHP representatives will be available to support you in making all your preparations. 

When you arrive in Zimbabwe you will be picked up by one of our local representatives 

who will take you to your project destination. 

 

Your Stay 

As a Hope Intern you will stay at a selected location within our project area, normally either 

at our Orphanange, Centre or a Guest House with close proximity to the projects you will 

assist in. You will be provided with internet connection, breakfast and a local representative

who will be your contact person and driver for your entire stay. You will be expected to 

work 08:00-17:00 Monday-Saturday. 

 

Worth knowing 

Zimbabwe is an amazingly friendly country, but some precautions should be taken. Did you 

bring cash for your on-arrival visa? Do you need to bring Malaria tablets? Is a mosquito net 

necessary? Have you prepared for the cold winter nights? Our MCHP representative will 

go through all the necessities with you during the interview. 

 

Additional experiences 

Zimbabwe is such a beautiful place, with a wide range of beautiful places to see! Great 

Zimbabwe is the fourth largest ancient building in the world; Antelope Park offers lion walks 

and night rides on elephants; in Victoria Falls you can boost your adrenaline with water 

rafting and bungy jumps and at the many national parks you have a chance to see the big 

5! We want to make sure you make the most of your stay, and if you would like to combine 

your internship with some private travels at the end of the period we will be more than 

happy to put you in touch with the right people!
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The Process
We hope that you believe that the HOPE internship is the internship for you! If so, please 

read and make yourself familiar with the application process. 

 

1. Contact us on intern(a)hopeproject.no with a one page application and CV. Please 

make sure that the time frame you are available for visiting and your key area of expertise 

are stated clearly. 

 

2. If successful, you will be called into a Skype interview by a MCHP member of staff that 

will go through the suggested scope of work for your time in Zimbabwe. They will also go 

through expectations and how the internship will be carried out so you are well prepared. 

 

3. You are responsible for your travel yourself. Make sure you book your flight ticket in 

time, and that you have all documents and insurances in place. MCHP will be available at 

any time for questions along the way. 

 

4. It is almost time for your departure! Normally we send interns to the project in groups of 

2-3 people. A week before departure there will be another Skype meeting with a MCHP 

member of staff giving you the final prep, going through the project description in more 

detail and informing you of all pick up details when arriving in Zimbabwe. 

 

5. When arriving in Zimbabwe, you will be met by one of our local partners. They will drive 

you to the orphanage to meet all the children. This will be your home for the next few 

weeks! You will also be assigned one local representative that will follow and assist you 

throughout the stay. 

 

6. The first three days are given for you to take in all impressions, learn about the projects 

and the way they are managed. During this time you should draft your plan for how you 

would like to participate in the project. 

 

7. You will have a Skype meeting with a MCHP member to go through the plan. After this 

is approved, you are ready to start to make your mark on the project. 

 

8. After your internship is finished, you will be asked to make a report from the stay. 


